The KIWI-TNT experiment was analyzed with a new two-dimensional excursion code MARS to ascertain the validity of the method, used i n calculating the energy release in the hypothetical accident analysis on fast reactors. I n calculating the total energy release, adopting the nominal temperature coefficient, the present calculation was found to underestimate the total energy release by 9 % in reference to the experimental value of 8.8 x l o 9 J. The calculated power pulse width was l.lmsec, which is about half that was observed in the experiment. Adopting a temperature coefficient reduced to 0.5 x 10-5dk/d€', the calculated energy release agrees with that of the experimental value, but then the discrepancy in power pulse width became the largest.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Bethe & Tait'') first developed a semi-analytical method to calculate the energy release when a fast reactor core melts and collapses, several computer codes have been developed to estimate the energy release in such hypothetical accidents'"-(*). While these computer codes each have their particular character, most of them are limited t o one-dimensional geometry, usually spherical.
So long as the fast reactor core considered is a cylinder with height to diameter ratio of nearly unity, and if its power distribution is simple, the spherical approximation should be useful to some extent. However, when these premises do not hold, such as in the case of a zoned core with a rather complex pattern of power distribution, the spherical approximation is no longer adequate.
To make more accurate excursion calculation possible, we have developed a twodimensional code (R-2 geometry) named MARS.
In respect of correlation with experiment, none of these past calculations have been compared with observed data, except perhaps the AX-1 code, which is said to have been applied to a Godiva excursion study. On January 12. 1965 the KIWI-TNT experiment was performed. Although it was a thermal reactor, there are few other experiments in which a reactor was driven super prompt critical with rapid insertion of reactivity. The experiment was therefore considered utilizable by us to check the method used in the calculations on the energy release in maximum hypothetical accidents on fast reactors. We thus selected the KIWI-TNT experiment for analysis with the MARS code.
II. THE MARS CODE
The details of the MARS code have already been described elsewherec5), and we will confine ourselves here to recalling some of the more important points.
The code accepts tables of values for power and fuel worth distributions up to 10 points in the axial and 10 points in the radial direction for each region. It can deal with up to 6 regions of cylindrical or annular shapes of various heights. In the KIWI-TNT analysis only 1 region was adopted. This form is considered to be suitable for describing the specific heat of oxide fuels.
The neutronic feedback calculation is carried out by perturbation treatment, which has been found to be adequate'6'. The inserted reactivity Sk(t) is represented by c,.= CVO+ C,-,8+Cv*8~
This form is appropriate for describing gravity collapse. It allows one to terminate the insertion of reactivity at a specified time tstor,.
The input power and the fuel worth distributions are smoothed out by parabolic fit prior to calculation, and in the numerical integration a finer mesh spacing is employed.
III. KIWI-TNT EXPERIMENT
The KIWI reactors are a part of the U.S. space program and thus detailed information is not all available. Nevertheless, most of the data necessary for calculating the energy release of the experiment are available and have been adopted in the present study.
The KIWI-TNT reactor was a gas cooled thermal system moderated by graphite. Therefore, the bulk of the reactor components was graphite. The core height was about 140cm and the core diameter about 85 cm. The core density has been assumed to be 1.3g/cm3. In the KIWI-TNT experiment, the reactor was driven from 50G subcritical to about 896 super prompt critical by an insertion a t $300/sec. The nominal temperature coefficient of the reactor has been assumed to be -$1.79/1,000C.
The initial core temperature was about 2OC. The neutron lifetime was assumed to be 3 x 10-~ sec and the delayed neutron fraction to be 0.0074. For each delayed neutron group, the relevant data for ?35U have been adopted. The actual values are given in Table 1 . The initial power a t the subcritical state was somewhat arbitrarily taken to be 1 W. Actually this value is utilized only in determining the intensity of the external source a t the beginning of calculation. 
From the foregoing premises, the form of the reactivity insertion was determined to be Sk(t)= -0.0037+2.22t (OSt10.03 sec) ( 5 ) = 0.0629 (t>0.03 sec). Equation ( 1 ) was originally introduced to represent the Doppler effect in fast reactors, and the first term is thus suited to express the Doppler coefficient of reactivity of small reactors, the second term to that of large reactors, and the third term is the correction term to improve the fit to a given Doppler coefficient. In the present case, since the temperature coefficient of reactivity is not the Doppler effect and is given by dkD/d8=const. by Putting a=b=O and n=1, we have found it convenient to denote the given temperature coefficient as dko/d8= -1 . 3 2~
To ascertain the effect of changes in the temperature coefficient, this value has been changed parametrically and the results of calculation have been compared with each other.
The equation of state is(n p-5.2656XlO"exp ( ---' g~.~2~0 5 )(dynes/cm'), which represents the fit for the equation of state of graphite at higher temperatures. This equation slightly overestimates the pressure in the low temperature region, though the effect would be negligible.
The specific heat of graphite is shown in Fig. 1 . Since with graphite in solid state there is only a very small difference between the values of specific heat at constant volume and a t constant pressure, the specific heat at constant volume has been approximated by that of constant pressure in this study. To represent this curve in the form given by Eq.( 3 ) , the constants of the equation were determined to fit the curve a t 500", 2,500' and 5,000"K. As seen in Fig. 1 the value of specific heat used in calculation rapidly drops in the region of temperature beyond 6,000°K, meaning that in this range the temperature would be overestimated, and hence the energy release would be correspondingly underestimated. 
MARS only permits a parabolic relation Iietween specific heat and temperature: the constants have been determined to agree n.ith the actual data at T=500". 2.500" and 5,000"K. In reality no data are available above 4.000"K. and extrapolated values have been adopted beyond this point.
Fig. 1
Comparison between a c t u a l specific heat a n d that adopted i n the calculations A two-dimensional power distribution that would represent the case of KIWI-TNT was constructed. Basically, this distribution was parabolic in the axial direction and generally flat radially, with a slight peaking at the outer edge to account for the reflector effect. It is quite difficult to take this unusual power distribution into account in most excursion codes; however, this distribution can be rigorously reckoned by MARS on account of its two-dimensional characteristic. The fuel worth distribution D(r, 2) has also been determined. The basic procedure is to construct a parabolic radial fuel worth distribution at the core mid-plane D(r,zmid) and then to assume that the axial variation is proportional to the square of the flux. The square of the flux is equivalent to the product of the flux and the adjoint in one group approximation, thus Typical power and fuel worth distributions in radial direction are shown in The power distribution is generally flat, with a slight peaking at the outer edge of the core. The fuel worth distribution is parabolic. 
IV. THE RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The results of the calculation are presented in Table 2 . The time behavior of the 1 With given power distribution excursion power and the total energy released I near the power peak is shown in Fig. 3 .
With the smallest temperature coefficient adopted, the calculated maximum temperature exceeds 8,000"K. Consequently, the energy release must be underestimated. When we plot the amount of energy release as a function of temperature coefficient, we obtain an almost straight line, as seen in Fig. 4 . The underestimation could not therefore be very large. Actually, energy release is not very sensitive to temperature coefficient, and deviates by less than 10% from experimental data with the nominal value adopted for the temperature coefficient. The calculated peak power however amounts to The temperature attains a niaxinium at 8,840"K for the smallest temperature coefficient, however the energy release is almost linear for the assumed temperature coefficient. Therefore, the underestimation caused by the assumed specific heat relation is not considered to be large. Fig. 4 Amounts of energy release for various temperature coefficients assumed 2-3 times the experimental value, while the width of the power pulse is about one half. When a smaller temperature coefficient is used the resulting value of energy release is increased, and with the smallest of the coefficients adopted the calculated energy release agrees with experiment, however, in this case the disagreement in power width is the largest. Due to the form of equation of state used, once the amount of energy release reaches a certain value, the feedback term by core disassembly increases very rapidly. Since this term is essentially determined by the temperature of the core, which is in turn dependent on the amount of energy release, almost same energy release is required for all cases to terminate the energy release. Differences in the temperature coefficient however significantly affect the height and width of the power peak.
In the above calculations, the effect of the expansion of the core boundary, tending to lower the reactivity, has been taken into account. A calculation was undertaken to determine the contribution of this effect. In reactors with an ordinary power distribution, this effect would not be important, of the order of 10% in energy release. In the present analysis, however, the particular power configulation, characterized by the difference in sign between the gradients of the power and fuel worth distributions in the radial direction, is such that if the effect of the core boundary expansion is not taken into account, the feedback term would increase with energy release and bring about unlimited power increase. Consideration of core reflector boundary expansion is thus indispensable in our present study.
It is possible to take into account only the effect of axial expansion by flattening the radial power distribution. For the nominal value of temperature coefficient, the resultant energy release is 8.7 x lo8 J and the power width 1.36msec, as shown in Table 2 . These values represent an improvement over previous results, with a notable reduction of the deviation from experimental values. The agreement with experiment is particularly good in respect of total energy release.
To demonstrate the effect of variations in the equation of state, a calculation was made on the nominal values of temperature coefficient using the equation which is the vapor pressure equation for graphite at relatively low temperatures. The energy release is found decreased by about 20 %, and the peak power more or less unchanged. This indicates the importance of using a suitable equation of state in order to obtain a reliable answer. Nevertheless, it is seen that the result is still reasonably close to the experimental value even when an inappropriate equation of state is used.
The work which could be done by such a high energy content core was determined by calculating the work done in the isentropic expansion of a homogeneous core with an initial energy content equivalent to the experimental value of 8 . 8~1 0~
J(sxg).
The isentropic expansion calculation was performed for a uniform energy density and it was carried out until the pressure of one atmosphere was reached. The result of the calculation is that 5.2x108J of work could be done by the isentropic expansion of the high energy content core. Using the fact that the work done by I g of high explosive (e.g. TNT) is 4.2x103 J, this value corresponds to the work done by about 270 lb of high explosive. This is about three times larger than the amount of work done by 1OOlb of TNT, which was the value estimated from the blast effects observed at the site of the experiment. Since however, the blast effect analysis did not take into account fragmentation of the graphite and rupture of the reactor vessel, these phenomena would account for some addition to the total amount of work done and contribute to improving the agreement between analysis and observation. It must further be noted that the analysis does not take account of radiation and shock effects, which may have contributed some of the discrepancy.
V. CONCLUSION
As we have seen, the calculated energy release agrees with experimental value within 10 % when the nominal temperature coefficient is used. Considering that some of the given input, especially the fuel worth distribution, might not be accurate, it can be said that the calculation determines reasonably well the energy release of this type of accident and that the method used should be quite adequate for hypothetical accident analysis. Assuming that the movement of the core material in the radial direction is restricted by some mechanism of reactor construction, which should justify taking account of movement in the axial direction only, the calculated energy release agrees quite well with the experimental value, although the calculated power pulse width is narrower than actually observed. And there is some reason in assuming that the movement of the core material in the radial direction is more or less restricted when one considers the obstruction presented by structural components such as coolant channels.
It has been seen that for a small cylindrical reactor, the two-dimensional analysis can give results closely agreeing with the corresponding one-dimensional (spherical) analysis by the WEAK") explosion code. But for a reactor with very peculiar power distribution such as in our present case, it is not possible to translate the conditions to formulate a corresponding spherical problem. It should also be noted that the two-dimensional analysis can make direct use of the results of experimentally determined power and fuel worth distributions, whereas in the case of one-dimensional spherical problem, the power and the fuel worth distributions must be derived from nuclear calculations. Although the MARS code is two-dimensional, the reactivity reduction by core disassembly is calculated by perturbation treatment, so that it is not extravagant in computer time. The code can be run in one-dimension, either in the axial or radial direction by considering the movement of core material in that direction only. The limitation of the present MARS code is that it neglects the reflection of pressure waves at the boundary of different regions while this effect is unimportant for severe accidents, it might have some importance in considering milder reactor accidents.
The work done calculated from the experimentally obtained energy release was three times the value determined from the blast effect observed at the site. As discussed in the preceding chapter, there are several factors that were not taken into account in the blast effect analysis. However the largest source of discrepancy might be the assumption of adiabatic gas expansion itself which does not take into account the condensation of gas. Since the work done by the released energy is the most important quantity to be considered in reactor design, the relation between the amount of energy release in a hypothetical accident and the work done by that amount of energy release calls for further extensive study.
